
Homework 4 --- Genericity Exercises (Code Polymorphism) --- CS 2704 Keller sections 
only. 
 
Submit by Wednesday, May 3, 2000. 
These two exercises involve practice using templates with functions.   
Use the curator to submit your written solutions as either a Word or text document.  Be 
sure to include your name, id number, and course section id in the submitted document.  
Use the HW4 submission on the curator. 
 

(1) Write a templatized function ILOWHU that filters elements from an STL list.  The 
function should be templatized by the type T of objects in the list, and the type of 
a function object that implements a predicate on the object type as an operator 
with signature ERRO�RSHUDWRU����LQW�.  The function should remove all values from 
the list for which the predicate is true. 

 
For instance, if we want to remove all of the odd numbers from a list of ints, we 
would define a function object 

�FODVV�2GG,QW�^�
��SXEOLF��
���ERRO�RSHUDWRU����LQW�YDO��^�UHWXUQ��YDO�����  �����
`��

and we could use it in a program like 

YRLG�SULQWBOLVW�FRQVW�OLVW�LQW!	�O��^�
� OLVW�LQW!��FRQVWBLWHUDWRU�OBL� �O�EHJLQ����
� ZKLOH��OBL�� �O�HQG����
� � FRXW����OBL�����������
� FRXW����HQGO��
`�
�
YRLG�PDLQ����^�
� OLVW�LQW!�O��
� IRU��LQW�L� ����L�������L����O�SXVKBEDFN�L���
�
� SULQWBOLVW�O���
� ILOWHU�O�2GG,QW�����
� SULQWBOLVW�O���
`�

which would print 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 

  
For your solution give the definition of the filter function.  You should test it with 
a list that contains another type such as strings.  In this case, you could use a 
function object that tests for objects with the letter ‘a’ as their first character. 

 



(2) One of the design patterns discussed in chapter 13 of the Reiss book is the idea of 
a wrapper class.  We can combine the use of a wrapper class with an inheritance 
hierarchy to allow a polymorphic list without the (explict) use of pointers.  For 
instance, we can define classes with the following relationships 

 

And, then write a program that inserts different kinds of objects into the list. 

YRLG�PDLQ����^�
��SRO\/LVW�O��
��O�LQVHUW��������������LQVHUW�DQ�LQW�
��O�LQVHUW�³WZR´�����LQVHUW�D�VWULQJ�
�`�

Notice that I have not used pointers here. 
(a) Give the declaration for the data field in polyList that is necessary to hold 

arbitrary items (use the STL list class to construct this type). 

(b) Give the prototype necessary for the polyList::insert function so that this 
program would work.  We shouldn’t have to modify the function or add 
functions to also insert objects of other classes that we might create.  (For fun, 
you can completely define the function, but this is not required.) 

(c) OK, so you can get things into the list, but how do you get them out?  Explain 
what you would have to do to extract an object from the list.  You don’t have 
to give code, but you should be specific about what would be necessary. 

 
 
 

ItemBase polyList 

  Item<T> 


